Performance Practicum Form

Dance 420 ______ Dance 421 ______ Dance 435 ______ Hrs. ______

All Performers Should Receive Letter Grades.

Semester of Performance [ ]

Title of Dance [ ]

Performer [ ]

Choreographer or Rehearsal Director [ ]

Choreographic Advisor (for student-choreographed works) [ ]

Where was the dance performed [ ]

Performance dates [ ]

Evaluation [ ]

Rehearsal Grade [ ] 75%
Performance Grade [ ] 25%
Strike Completed [ ] If no, subtract one letter grade

FINAL GRADE [ ]

Signed ________________________________
(Choreographer)

Signed ________________________________
(Choreographic Advisor)

Note: It is the responsibility of the choreographer or rehearsal director to complete and return this form to the Course Coordinator within one week following the public performance.

Check here if credit is to be given retroactively [ ]
Semester of retroactive credit [ ]